Readings


- **El Tayeb, Fatima (2021)**, Session 1 of the Lecture Series ‘Bridging Race and Migration Studies’, organized by ACES (Amsterdam Centre for European Studies), University of Amsterdam [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sYXxtFU7LMs](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sYXxtFU7LMs)
More readings


- **Lentin, Alana (2014)** Postracial Silences: The othering of Race in Europe’. In: In Wulf D. Hund and Alana Lentin (eds.), *Racism and Sociology*


More readings (2)

- Laura Tabili ‘We ask for British Justice’: http://bit.ly/3kORgvO
- Migration and International Law in Africa, the Middle East & Turkey (MILAMET): http://bit.ly/386mQjf
- Communities of Knowledge or Tyrannies of Partnership: http://bit.ly/306VYLB